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Co-production Opportunity

consistent demand for this very 
popular 17th century Mozart 

classic has inspired us to seek co-production 
partners for an entirely new production.  
We have met with Designer Howard 
Tsvi Kaplan to discuss the concept of 
this new show and Howard has supplied 

us with a complete set of DON GIOVANNI sketches to demonstrate our intentions.

Having had a great deal of success working with Howard Tsvi Kaplan in past years, 
he was the natural choice to design these costumes. Once executed, Howard’s 
signature garment treatments produce richly detailed costumes that breathe life into 
their characters. Popular shows Howard has designed for Malabar include Pirates of 
Penzance, The Mikado, and Attila. If you haven’t already seen these exceptional 
costumes on stage, photos are available online at www.malabar.net/opera-sub2.htm.

Malabar co-productions guarantee costumes to fi t all performers and there are no 
additional fees for extra principal builds due to size variation. The full set of DON 
GIOVANNI sketches can be viewed online at www.malabar.net/opera-sub1.htm. 

Interested parties contact Louis Nosko, Opera Department Manager at (416) 534-0466. 

uigi approached me and asked 
if I would be interested in designing a 
new production of DON 
GIOVANNI with mid-
17th century styling. He 
envisioned traditional 
period silhouettes for the 
characters and liked the idea 
of creating “real clothes” for 
the peasants. My answer was 
yes … I would be delighted.

Our in-depth discussions of 
the characters, plot and visual 
dreams inspired me to go home and start 
drawing the 70 or so new sketches we 
would require for this project. Pulling 
out all my research and reference 
materials, I started to render the elegant 
Spanish court outfi ts for the principals 
and a plethora of individualized chorus 
outfi ts with lots of ethnic touches. I 

“I will use warm 
colors and 
incorporate 

lots of snoods, 
mantillas, shawls 
and combs to 
give that true 
Spanish zest.”

Designer Notes By Howard Tsvi Kaplan
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wanted to create enough variety amongst 
the chorus to suit any age or body type.

Irene and I will search the 
bowels of Toronto’s garment 
district to fi nd the appropriate 
rich jewel tone brocades and 
velvets for the principal outfi ts. 
We will be on tenterhooks 
to fi nd the perfect gold 
appliqués, beads and trims 
to embellish the costumes.

us with a complete set of DON GIOVANNI sketches to demonstrate our intentions.

Don Giovanni
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
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I fancy contrasting peek-a-boo linings in 
the slashed areas for extra interest and 
splashes of color. I believe this will be 
particularly exciting on Don Giovanni’s 
sleek and stylish black leather outfi t lined 
in a dark red. Each of the principal women 
will have signature designs that will suit 
their personalities. Even though Donna 
Anna will be in black brocade for much 
of the opera we plan to adorn and decorate 
her outfi t with muted gold lace appliqués, 
velvet and jet beads.

Continued  from page 1 ...
Leporello, Massetto and some chorus 
men’s garments will be made from patched 
leather. Embroidered blouses, aprons, vests 
and accents will be the key design element 
for the peasants. I will use warm colors 
and incorporate lots of snoods, mantillas, 
shawls and combs to give that true Spanish 
zest. Collaborating with Luigi and his 
staff at Malabar on a new production
is a designer’s dream and is always a great 
adventure.

- Howard Tsvi Kaplan 

Continued  from page 1 ...

Co-production Opportunity

New Productions

Howard Tsvi Kaplan and Malabar’s ladies’ cutter Lella Arizzi 

Don Giovanni sketches by Howard Tsvi Kaplan

avalleria Rusticana is set in the late 1890s on Easter Sunday, giving 
an opportunity for a broad cross-section of the townspeople to appear in 
their better clothes. The mood is generally somber and dark, with the exception of Lola 
and her friends, who wear the folk costumes that were traditional on these occasions. The 
dark palette is tempered with texture and spots of colour and white from trims and shawls.

- Edward Kotanen

Santuzza and Lola 

Cavalleria Rusticana
(Mascagni)
San Diego Opera
Premiere date: March 2008
Designer: Edward Kotanen

Female chorus
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Production Highlights

esigner Howard Tsvi Kaplan created new female leads and pulled period costumes 
from existing shows Glorianna, Falstaff, Don Carlo and Cendrillion to create this unique 
production of Maria Stuarda set in the late 16th century.

A sketch of Canio 
(above), and the 
completed costume 
(right).

agliacci is set a generation later, in 1915. 
The silhouette has changed completely,
giving the women much lighter clothing. Men’s 
wear has not changed as radically but the 
characters are much more casually dressed 
than in the previous opera. The palette is 
much lighter and the costumes worn by the 
acting troupe are in the tradition of Commedia 
del’Arte. Nedda has two different looks, giving 
producers an opportunity to make a choice.

- Edward Kotanen

Pagliacci (Leoncavallo)
San Diego Opera
Premiere date: March 2008
Designer: Edward Kotanen

Maria Stuarda
(Donizetti)
Baltimore Opera
Premiere date: November 10, 2007
Designer: Howard Tsvi Kaplan

“The final scene left a strong impression, 
turned by Howard Tsvi Kaplan’s attractive 

period costumes into a sober study in 
black, white and, of course, red.”

- Tim Smith, Opera News Online

Nedda

Tonio

Pagliacci is set a generation later, in 1915. Pagliacci is set a generation later, in 1915. 
The silhouette has changed completely,
P

The silhouette has changed completely,
P
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ichael Glidewell has been involved 
with costuming since he was 15 when 

given the opportunity to work on a production of 
Moliere’s Tartuffe.  He continued working backstage 

as well as on stage and at 19 he was lucky enough not 
only to play Mr. Brownlow in Oliver, but to rent his 
fi rst costume from Malabar for the role.  He has since 
worked on many productions and a few of his favorites 
include Into the Woods, Pippin, Chicago, Les Liaisons 
Dangereuse, Dracula, and The Prime of Miss Jean Brody.

Michael’s love of costuming has seen him wear a 
variety of hats including designer, stitcher, wardrobe 
head and dresser, as well as teacher and professional 
advisor. He has worked in both Canada and the 
United States but prefers to call Toronto home.  

The Opera Dept. of Malabar has benefi tted greatly 
by the addition of Michael Glidewell to its staff.  His 

energy and exuberance, as well as an irrepressible positive attitude, make working with him 
a pleasure.  At times though one has to control his fondness for various types of headwear.
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given the opportunity to work on a production of 
Moliere’s Tartuffe.  He continued working backstage 

Michael Glidewell
Men’s Costumer

View the full set of production photos online at 
www.malabar.net/opera-sub1.htm

Italian bass Ferruccio Furlanetto (above and 
right) sings his fi rst American Boris in San 
Diego Opera’s production of Mussorgsky’s 
Boris Godunov. 

“The production’s more than 
240 costumes are lavish to 
the extreme, with fur-lined 

robes, pearl-encrusted 
fabrics, elaborate hats and 

more.”

- North County Times, Jan. 31st, 2007

Production Highlights

Boris Godunov
(Mussorgsky)
San Diego Opera
Premiere date: January 27, 2007
Designer: Suzanne Mess

alabar’s BORIS GODUNOV 
was designed by Suzanne Mess.  It is a 
large, sumptuous production, faithfully 
depicting the period in Russian history 
known as “The Time of Troubles”.  Most 
major opera companies in North America 
have used this production when they 
have marshaled their resources to mount 
this great Russian opera.
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